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Banking industry in Hong Kong, like their counterparts in.
the West, is moving towards self-service through
technology-based innovation. Home-banking is one of the latest
introduction along this line.,, As a terminal placed in the hous
or home of the consumers, home-banking offers a multitude of
transaction-based bank services as well as banking and financia
information. It comes in a package in some countries with a
range of related home-information, entertainment and shopping
facilities.
Home-banking is still in its testing stage in Hong Kong.
Most of the banks take a wait and watch attitude. To evaluate
the potential of this innovation which is considered a
significant 'watershed' in the consumer banking history, this
research studied three focus group of potential target customers
of home-banking on their reactions towards this new concept and
new product, with the aid of demonstrations of a simulated
home-banking system and related facilities.
The results indicated that most of the sample of target
customers were unlikely to use home-banking and pay for it if
it offers only the bank services and related facilities
illustrated in the simulated systems. The primary reasons
were that existing bank services were considered convenient
enough, and the home-banking system was.found to be
complicated to operate. Consumers were also concerned about
the security of the system.
Due to the limitations of the present research design,
this research can only throw light on the possible initial
reactions of consumers as it is first launched. The best
method that can do justice to such a creative innovation
should be prolonged trial usage.
Similarly, changes in the technological and banking
environment that are foreseeable in the recent future will
definitely change consumers' perceptions and reactions to
home-banking.
It is recommended that further research be done on
consumers' acceptance of home-banking in three to five years
time, depending on the development in the technological and
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The post-World War II psychology has stressed
affluence with emphasis on money and material
possessions. Our society has developed pluralistic,
heterogeneous social values. The 'me-generation' is
upon us with a focus on self.
Consumers are also interested in uniqueness,
individual interests, as well as self-expression.
Media and business have both shifted away from the
mass market in the last ten years to more targetted
interests and lifestyles. Today, we see a fragmented
media market......
Consumers are demanding much more convenience--
time convenience and place convenience. Consumers are
receptive to the new and different. 1
Such are the characteristics of the typical customer the
highly competitive banking industry is facing. Sophisticated
customers are clamoring for additional hours and more
locations The world is witnessing a gradual rise in household
l Moore,, Anne M., "Home Terminals and Electronic.
Money- A Worldwide Perspective" PSI International Symposium
(October 27, 1980)
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incomes coupled with'a corresponding decrease in discretionary
time. Unfortunately, escalating labour and constructional cost
have made 24-hour banking impossible.
(Yet, this is but one of the many causes of the accelerating
on-sl.aught of the technology evolution undergoing in this
industry. The general trend is the movement from a
labour-intensive to a machine-oriented environment. The
emphasis is on self-service. The perceived ultimate goal is a
cashless society via the path of electronic innovation, via
plastics, or whatever technology brings in.
In this context, the concept of home banking is a
revolutionary one and is regarded by some as the most important
breakthrough since the invention of telephone and television.
In the recent years of laboratory experimentation and real
life testing, the embryonic product is received with a mixture
of excitement and trepidation. The firm believers are convinced
that it is more than a gimmick, that it has immense mass market
potential and will eventually achieve technological feasibility
as well as financial attractiveness. On the other hand, the
c-kPni-cs are raising doubts on issues such as confidentiality,
3costs and peoples' natural resistence to change. Questions are
posed on whether there really is a demand and on the usefulness
of such a system since the machine cannot churn out notes at
home.
The customers will of course be the final arbiter of its
success or failure. But most agree that the idea is at a
watershed at this stage of time.
Reasons for Evolvement
A number of factors support this development. First, there
is the change in consumer lifestyle as mentioned. Secc::d, the
decreasing costs associated with technology have made both the
front-end and operation costs within financial reach of the
ordinary customers. And third, similar innovations like
personal computers and T.V. games have paved the way for a more
receptive customer attitude.
For the banks, there are even more reasons for commitment.
Primarily, there is a tendency for banks to increase fee-based
services to offset the impact of interest rate squeeze caused by
high interest level and narrowing spreads. Heavy technology
4though a precarious proposition, are often seen as a
investment,
means of cost reduction in the long run. For instance, the cost
of such a project will definitely be less than the cost of
running several branches for a bank over time. Then, there are
the benefits of easing congestion in business centers and
improving the quality of services rendered at the branch level.
It also provides an opportunity for smaller banks to break into
the infrastructure through the employment of such systems,
especially when they can be borrowed as a package on a franchise
basis. Finally, the most haunting reason is that banks believe
not keeping up with competition will lose valuable business.
In a recent survey conducted by Payment Services.
Incorporation with U.S. banks on cash management systems (the
equivalent of home-banking to corporate clients but on a more.
complicated note), respondents rated the five key objectives as
follows:











Constitution of a Home-Banking System
For the purpose of this study, we shall accept the commonly
used definition of home-banking as an interactive two-way home
terminal system. By this we mean the communication is both ways
-- from bank to customers and.from customers to bank.
In simple language, this means the bank provides its
customers a technical medium such as a network and a piece of
equipment at their homes for broadcasting bank service
information but more importantly, for customers to perform
banking transactions on-line at the push of buttons.
One approach is for each bank to develop its own system
piece meal but the total layout-cost is so immense that this. is
quickly discarded due to cost considerations. An easy
alternative is to make use of third party delivery like the
viewdata system provided by the Hong Kong Telephone. This has
the advantages of making use of an established communication
network, in this case, the'telephone lines, and providing the
customer with a wide array or services in addition to banking
facilities. Such extra benefits could be in-home shopping,
household cash management, payment processing and provision of
investment information. The system can in fact add on
uncountable facets as new services keep on being developed.
6It is the second approach that we shall study. As the idea
gains widespread recognition, the banking industry would not be
the sole driving force of this more broadly-defined home
information system. Participation of retail outlets,
information providers, education institutions will definitely
help push the system's popularity. Still it is appropriate to
speak of the banking industry as a potential major beneficiary
through implementation.
As will be discussed later, product design is a key issue
of the concept. Prior to our consumer survey, it is important
that its various features and abilities are clearly defined to
the sample of the survey.
Objectives of this Study
The purpose of this study is to review the market scenario,
assess customeracre Lability to this new product and thereby
produce a framework for evaluat nn of prodct launch.
It is hoped that in the recommendation and conclusion
section, crucial areas and pertinent consideration for




To formulate a hypothesis at scratch would be primarily
heuristic.
Basing on the level of data processing abilities of the
local banking industry and the general picture of customer
acceptance painted by electronic technology sophistication such
as automatic teller machines, TV games and personal computers,
the writers are inclined to draw the following hypothesis:
The concept is a viable one for our particular environment
but the exact marketing mix and timing for introduction has yet
to be determined.
Regarding marketing mix product design is important in that
banks have to give customers what they want, not just a new
gimmick or something to toy with. Also, bank customers in Hong
Kong are long accustomed to free and high quality services. It
will certainly take some efforts to convince people that the
bank is now providing something more superior and that the
product is justified at the labelled price.
As for timing, because of various degrees of limitations
from existing telecommunication and data processing
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capabilities, inherent cultural values and habits, and hence
resistance to innovation, it is very probable that to launch
this product now would be moving, say, five years too fast.
All these will be readily analysed in the consumer survey
to follow.
Significance of this Stude
Five types of adopters are identified whenever technology
is introduced. They are the 'innovators', the 'early adopters',
the early majority, the late majority and the laggards. This
stratumisation applies to both product offerors- the banks, and
users- the banks' customers.
It is really difficult to determine when a bank should
commit itself to such projects. It is usually dubious to enter
the market at its infancy because the product may fail to
develop as anticipated, like the picture-phone in the states.
The banking institution that prosper is the one that guesses
right in terms of how fast and to what extent a new idea or
technology will take hold. Often, success comes to the one that
9was second, but was prepared to act fast at the right time.
There is a rule of thumb in consumer product marketing that when
a product penetrates to 20 percent of. the households, it begins
to grow at an accelerating pace.
What the concerned banks should do is to set up some
mechanism for monitoring developments and evaluating them in
terms of effect on their operation. The idea is to keep
relatively in step, meaning readiness without risk.
Consumer Target Market
Given the capabilities and benefits offered by home
banking, the 'innovators' and 'early adopters' in the user
market are likely to be a relatively narrow market segment which
falls under three categories:-
1. Individuals with a higher than average income.
Demorgraphically, they are young (25- 45 yrs), usually
better educated and thus, readily acceptable of new ideas
and services.
10
They-place a premium on time. This means they either work
as busy professionals, executives'or business owners.
Those who are married are likely to have a working spouse.




Banks in Hong Kong have reached a stage when they must make
a critical decision whether to go for this product or not, and
at what time.
Any commital move will have a strong bearing on the bank's
marketing strategy.
To add to the difficulty of the decision is the scarcity of
relevant information abound., and in case such information
exists, the non-conclusive findings of market pioneers. There
is just no guarantee that the new product.will be a total
success.
11
The correct approach therefore is to do a study on the
targetted end-users, namely, bank customers, and determine from
their reactions the desirability of the product. Chapter II of





This research was conducted in five stages, literature
search, a technical study, product design, consumer research,
analysis and conclusions.
Literature Search
As a relatively new technological development applicable
almost exclusively to one particular service industry- banking,
home-banking does not command much academic attention in Hong
Kong or in the world. There is no book written exclusively on
the topic. Not even one single chapter can be found devoting
solely to home-banking.
13
The writers had to go through an extensive search of daily
newspapers and periodicals specialized in the electronic and
banking industries in the past few years dating back to the late
1970's. Luckily, both writers work for two leading foreign
banks in Hong Kong. Through their business connections, they
were able to gather substantial references related to the
topic. They include articles written by objective observers who
keenly traced the development of this technological break
through, first hand reports by bankers personally involved in
the development and implementation of home-banking, and analysis
and Projections made by experienced bankers in banking seminars
and symposiums. Consumer research results as well. as
technolo9ical set-up were equally covered. The list of
bibliography may look slim compared to general academic
researches, the writers, however, are confident that it already
comprises a very comprehensive and updated reference of the
topic under study.
Industrial Experience in and outs ice bong nvny
Studying the list of references, the writers were able to
trace the various developments of interactive home-banking
systems throughout the world.
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The search here covered developments in the United States,
Europe, Singapore as well as Hong Kong. It was interesting to
note that Europe, instead of the States, was the pioneer of
home-banking. The origin of home-banking can be traced to 1979,
5 years ago in the United Kingdom. But in Hong Kong,
home-banking is still 'unborn'.
The problems encountered in other.countriess previously
were useful considerations for the development in Hong Kong.
Customers resistance, cost outlay, problems encountered in
technological implementation were carefully evaluated in the
stage II product design and stage III consumer research.
Similarly, the opportunities carved out by overseas
pioneers may pave the way for the success of home-banking in
Hong Kong.
Hong Kong as a Market for Home-Banking
Different markets have different cultural norms, social
values, living habits and market practices. The consumer market
industry is loaded with thousands of success stories in overseas
markets for 'doomed-to-failure' products at home, and
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vice-versa. Success only comes to the product with the right
marketing mix that answers customers needs in the right market
at the right time.
It was with these considerations in mind that the writers
set forth to gather data in Hong Kong that are pertinent to the
success and failure of home-banking in the local market.
Economic and demographic indicators like the household
penetration of television, and telephone, number of banks and
branches in the entire region, number of automatic teller
machines, Current banking habits of the Hong Kong population,
present size and trend of development of the total population,
broken down by different market segments are all essential data
in establishing the market size and viability of home-banking in
Hong Kong.
Technical Study
There are various approaches of providing home-banking
facilities in terms of hardware models, software requirements
and delivery vehicles. A brief technical study was carried out
to compare the various approaches available in the market.
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Factors to be considered in the final model and a rough cost
estimation on the bank's side were also presented.
Product Design
Based on.existing technological development of banking
industry in Hong Kong, home-banking features operating in the
West and the local technical study, the writers set out to
design the product features for the new home-banking system ir
Hong Kong.
Apart from the few corporate executives who are exposed to
Cash Management Accounts (CMA) offered by leading foreign banks
in Hong Kong, home-banking is a totally new concept to Hong Kong
consumers as a whole.
Though the final product features offered by different
banks are purely arbitrary, they will not depart significantly
from what the ATM can offer right now. The only pgssible
difference is that home-banking can be operated at home while
ATMs have to be operated away from home. This is basically
where home-banking is unique. Of course, a home-te
erminal cannot
churn out cash, the only weakness it has versus an ATM.
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Other than banking facilities, a home-terminal offers an
array of home-information and entertainment facilities which can
run from in-home shopping, household cash management, payment
processing, provision of investment and general information, to
television games and home education.
The latter facilities, however, are usually provided by a
third-party delivery like the Viewdata Gateway System in Hong
Kong.
With the co-operation of the Communication Services Ltd. f
the subsidiary of Hong Kong Telephone which offeres Viewdata
services, the writers were able to come up with a full array of
home-banking product package. This package was shown to the




The ultimate 'decision-maker' in the success or failure of
a new product is not the product innovator or the product
offeror but the end user, in this case, the target market
defined in Chapter I.
It is necessary to establish the answer to three basic
questions:-
First, is there a need for home--banking among this target
group in Hong Kong?
Second, if not, can such a need be created?
Third, can home-banking be marketed and how?
The answers can only be obtained by putting forth the
proposition to the target market, in the form of a consumer
research.
The right approach, as in the case of the western pioneers,
is to run a 'total proposition test' by placing home-terminals
in the house of a small sample of target customers. The product
features, pricing etc. will be the same as it intends to be-'in
19
the actual universal product launch. After an observation
period that can run from six months to one year or even more,
the banks can tell whether home-banking is actually a viable
proposition by an analysis of the usage pattern of these 'guinea
pigs' and a survey of their opinion towards this new 'gadget' at
home.
In the lack of financial support for an equivalent test in
Hong Kong and the short time-frame (within eight months) given
for the present research from start to finish, the writers opted
for a more preliminary approach.
The alternative was a product 'concept test' in form of
focus group discussions, aided by the demonstration of a
simulated home-banking system and the related home information
and entertainment services.
In fact, to tap the motivations and attitudes towards new
product concepts, individual depth interviews are generally the
preferred method. But again, the demonstration had to be
conducted in the office of Communication Services Ltd., the
management of which had kindly co-operated in lending out the
simulated home-banking system and the hardware. Due to time
constraint of the venue, focus group discussion was taken as the
more realistic, though less ideal, alternative.
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Nevertheless, the focus group discussion method helps to
establish general consumer reactions towards the new product,
their understanding and acceptance or resistance of this
relatively complex and totally new service being easily observed
in the discussions.
A sample of target customers were recruited to the
discussions with the aid of an independent marketing research
agency- Marketing Decision Research Ltd. (MDR)
One of the writer acted as the moderator to facilitate
discussion. The other writer did the demonstration. An
assistant was employed to take down the conversations, with the
aid of a tape recorder.
Analysis and Conclusions
Based on findings from the consumer research, the writers
made a recommendation on the product features., pricing, target




A systematic approach was taken whereby basic literature
search of the development of home-banking in other parts of the
world and in Hong Kong, plus research on the basic
socio-economic environment in Hong Kong that are considered
relevant to the marketing of the product here, was followed by a
study of the different configuration of home-banking systems
available. Based on the readily available systems, a product
design was done which was presented to the target customers in





OUTSIDE AND WITHIN HONG KON(
Before any bank plunged into home-banking in Hong Kong, it
is useful at this stage that we take a look at the various
developments so far for interactive home-banking systems
throughout the world. Strangely enough, the more advanced
versions can be found in countries in Europe where, to a large
extent, the roles of governments are reflected as communication
industries are government-operated and tend to be integrated.
Also, the governments have often assisted in funding such pilot
schemes.
In most cases, much depends on the existence of a two-way
communication system such as the broadcast-based teletext, the
telphone-based viewdata or two-way cables.
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United Kingdom
In. U. K., the Post Office's public viewdata system, called
Prestel, was launched early in 1979. The system was invented,
ten years ago at the Post Office's research laboratories and has
been described as the most important breakthrough achieved in
telecommunication in recent years.
The surprise industry leader of home banking was a joint
effort by a relatively unknown Nottingham Building Society and
Bank of Scotland in a packaged product called 'Homelink'.
Researches had been done in close conjunction with British
Telecom and dated as far back as 1973. The system is now
available to anyone in the U.K. investing a certain sum with the
society. The present system provides the following facilities:
Banking Other Facilities
fund transfer teleshopping
pavment of billc- travel and flight
reservations
. bank statement retriev information- news, business
sports, weather
application for loans TV games and competitions
and mortgages
24
Customer and journalistic reaction ran from 'efficient',
'marvellous' to 'breathtaking'.
Despite all these, the system has only 30,000 users out of
a potential 7 million. The slow take-off was blamed on a
mixture of shortage of television receivers and the huge amount
that the user bill might run up to.
It could also have something to do with the structure of
the distribution system which is a delicately balanced 3-way
alliance:
the telecommunication company who provides the central
computers and circuits
the television manufacturer who supplies the hardware
the heterogeneous collection of Information Providers
comprising of publishing houses, travel organization and
various information companies for up-dating the
data-base-
A possible weakness of this division of labour is that no
one has overall responsibility for directing and coordinating
the marketing strategy of the product.
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United States
As said, developments in the States have been lagging
behind. Yet the rapid stream of announcements of new
experiments in the past two years suggests that future growth
will be accelerated.
Leading the market is Chemical Bank's brainchild-
'Pronto', which is also licensed to a number of regional banks
including Crocker National and the California Bank.
Chemical began to offer this service to 2,000 to 3,000
customers in April, 1983 charging about US$12 a month. They
projected 10,000 paying customers in New York within a few
years. It was alleged that the Bank spent close to US$19
million in its electronic banking department over its 7 years of
development and it could be some time before the money can be
earned back, if ever possible.
Meanwhile, a total of no less than 25 banks including Chaso
Manhattan, Citibank, United California Bank, United American
Bank, Bank One and other non-bank institutions such as
26
Compuserve and Dow Jones are doing their own experiments. A
recent analysis by Citibank indicated encouraging usage of 3
times per week per their home bank customer with an average of 8
minutes per log-on time.
The race was further heated up by the entry of Bank of
America late in 1983 who rolled out a program that can interface
with a variety of personal computer models.
Bank of America claimed that they had spent only US$4.
million to come up with this more superior product and estimated
to have 25,000 subscribers in California by the end of 1984.
Testing the market in yet another dimension is the Omaha
National Bank and five others in Nebraska where the Indax system
of Cox Cable is used as a third party delivery vehicle. Such a
system could be handicapped to a certain extent by the lack of a
network switching ability.
In the midst of all this excitement, it is perhaps a little
disturbing to learn that one survey predicts that just 10
percent of US households will use home banking services by 1990.
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Germany
The German version of viewdata called Bildschirmtext was
implemented in 1981. Support for the service from the financial
sector was described as strong but again, it was a small bank-
Verbrancherbank AG, Hamburg, who scored a first in testing the
market-
Their project started in 1976 and was substantially
enhanced in 1980 through the introduction of the Gateway
concept. This invention is said to have immense potential since
the amount of information is not limited by the power of the
central computer.
Reports of customer reaction has been very favourable with
the social indicator showing a high representation of different
classes.
The unaminous concensus there is that the banking industry
is predestinated to a paperless system. The short-term target
is to install Bildschirmtext in more than one million householdE
by 1986.




In France, this ambitious programme was called Teletel. It
was preceded by an experiment known as Teletel 3V which took
place in Velizy, in the suburbs south of Paris. '2,500 families
were chosen and given a Teletel terminal through which a host of
home information facilities were provided. It was found that





Some interesting points were aiscoverea:
first ones to adapt were the youngsters
users wanted an efficient and accurate tool
users wanted to feel secure
the relationship between customers and the bank was
changed in a way as the former became better informed
oddly, branch activities were reinforced
it provided a new area for competition among banks
29
In this particular experiment, a total of ten financial
institutions were involved and each spent an average of about 30
man-months and FRF800,000 on the project while operation costs
were found to be about FRF20,000 per month.
Singapore
The concept of banking at home was first put to test by the
United Overseas Bank'since early 1983. It was aptly termed the
Telebank system since customers had to use domestic telephone
lines to talk to a synthesised electronic voice at the other end.
No results have yet been released.
Hong Kong
The telecommunity in Hong Kong is experiencing a
progressive change as the Government begins to accept that
certain equipment and services should'be removed from the Scheme
of Control under which Hong Kong Telephone operates.
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Hong Kong Telephone has been running a subsidiary company
known as Communication Services Limited as the trading arm for
its non-franchised activities since 1980.
Among the list of services is Viewdata which is capable of
providing electronic mail, educational programmes and a spectrum
of specialist information via terminals or TV sets to customers'
homes and offices.
Successful off-shoots are the Autoview which includes
Financial Vision, Financial Vision Gold, giving almost
instantaneous information on stock, gold, commodity and
foreign-exchange prices and the more popular Hotelview which
provides hotel guests with visitor-oriented information such as
news, weather and flight schedules.
However, partly due to the little emphasis on promoting
product awareness and partly due to the insuf f f iciency of the
number of information providers, the total number of Viewdata
subscribers is thought to be still less than 1,000.
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As far as home banking is concerned, the company hosted a
seminar in November 1983 when more than 100 bankers were treated
to a simulated demonstration plus an actual glimpse of the
Homelink system which was licensed to Viewdata in Hong Kong
through international direct dialing (IDD).
It was met with mild reaction since a number of banks had
decided to adopt a cautious and watching attitude and to shelf
the project monentarily because of anticipated uncertainties in
the end-user market and perceived high cost of interface.
It was nevertheless learnt that bigger ones like Hong Kong
Bank and Chartered Bank were more actively getting themselves
prepared as they had a broader customer base and the right level
of data processing sophistication and thus were in a better
position to undertake such a project.
32
Summary
Overall then, we have a totally new market under
exploitation by varied levels of commitments from a large number
of financial institutions. Despite occasional display of
entrepeneurial boldness and inventiveness, it would appear that
bankers are not totally sure of a positive outcome. Judging
from the not too encouraging first round reaction to projects
already in implementation, it is neither clear that there exists
a market, or that this is the right approach and the appropriate
marketing mix.
Those who are committed would of course argue vigorously in
support of their actions for obvious publicity reasons. But
mixed with the outcries of revolution are voices of doubt and
skepticism which one should not innra
True, when the telephone was first invented, it met with
strong resistance as nobody believed that it would be-a viable
idea to hook up a wire to every house. Today we all know the
answer,
To cite an example frequently used by John Webster,
managing director of Nottingham Building Society, in his many
promotional campaigns- Ask the savage if he wants a car, he
33
just will not know what you are talking about- But he is
convinced the savage will want to jump into the car to see what
is possible.
That he has deliberately omitted is the possibility tnat
the savage will simply be scared off and never get close.
As already mentioned in the first chapter, it is the
intention of this paper to explore which direction the market is
heading so that banks in Hong Kong would be adequately prepared
for either scenario.
In the meantime, all these considerations have to be
brushed aside as we set out in the subsequent chapters to asses
the suitability of Hong Kong for such a product and then study





HONG KONG AS A MARKET
FOR HOME-BANKING
In Chapter III, a brief history of the development of
home-banking and related facilities in Hong Kong was outlined.
he reaction of local banks was basically mild and observatory.)
Only larger banks like the Hong Kong Bank and Chartered Bank
were more prepared to participate actively in the development of
such a system for local use due to their larger customer base.
Are the banks' attitudes realistic or have they
underestimated the potential of home-banking in Hong Kong? An
objective study of relevant market data is the first step.
These include the consumer target market population size
and percentage, banking habits in Hong Kong, penetration of




As defined in Chapter I, the 'innovators' and 'early
adopters', in the user market are likely to be a relatively
narrow market segment which falls under three categories:-
'higher income, young professionals or executives, the elderly
and the disabled, and computer hobbist.
There are no published data regarding the size and trend of
the last two categories. In fact, their definition tend to vary
according to individual interpretation to make quantification
difficult.
The first category, however, lends itself to more objective
definition and quantification. There are a number of
demographic variables in the definition of this first category:
young (25- 45 years), better educated (defined as secondary
completed or above for the purpose of the subject under study),
working as professionals, executives or self-employed, likely to
have a working spouse if married.
It would be perfect to-get the number of people satisfying
all these criteria from the Government. But since the
Government census data are not analysed specifically for this
36
study,a lot of approximation and estimation have to be done.
According to the latest Government Census statistics with
breakdown, which is the 'Hong Kong 1981
different demographic
Census Main Reports', there were about 10% of those aged 25-45
who received post-secondary or university education. This
amounted to slightly below 140,000 persons. They were no
further analysis as to their occupation. Despite a -tedious and
yet frustrating attempt to cross-estimate from occupation and
education analysis tables, they were no way to reach a realistic
due to different categorization of age for
approximation
different purpose and the fact that most of the results gave
only percentages instead of numbers. The writers had therefore
resorted to 'educated guess' according to personal observation.
estimated about 80% of these 140,000 persons or
They
112,000 of them worked as professionals, executives or
of which at least over 70% (about 90,000)
self-employed, out
would have a household income over HK$8,000. They were likely
to come from about 60,000 households due to duplication of
members in the same household. Converted
similar background
into percentage, they they represented about 4% of all households.
Here, household is a more relevant basis of evaluation as




Men still dominated this 'high occupational strata' with
about 70% share of all those working as professionals,
executives or self-employed. Women represented only about 30%.
The social trend is towards better education and the
economic trend is running towards a more service-oriented
economy. It can therefore be expected that this first category
of target market will grow both in terms of. number as well as
percentage share of the total population.
Banking Habits
With a slightly over 5 million population (official claim
by the Hong Kong Goverment), there are over 1,500 banks and
branches in Hong Kong and over 1,000 ATM's. This means an
average bank or branch serve about 3,443 persons (5,827,800
projected population in mid-1982 divided by 1,536 banks and
branches). This looks quite a comfortable figure in terms of
servicing for bank customers compared to most other countries in
the world.
Though not every person-in Hong Kong has a bank account,
the percentage of bank account ownership for adults aged 15 or
above amounted to over 90% according to survey data. Most
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people have more than one bank account. In fact, for the first
category of target market, over 80% had more than one savings
account over 30% had one or more checking account, most of
whom had savings account at the same time.
A smaller percentage had other bank relationship like fixed
deposit accounts and loan accounts.
ATM usage had increased over the years. It has a larger
penetration among the younger (below 35) and less well-off. But
for those falling within the definition of the first category of
the target market, ATM card ownership was slightly over 50%
There were no data regarding their frequency of visiting
bank counters or the ATM's but taking into consideration the
necessity of withdrawing cash for daily transaction purpose and
the amount of bills people have to settle either for utilities
or for other purposes, the usage of any form of bank services
including payment by bank checks is unlikely to fall below three
times per month for the majority. On the conservative side, a
more realistic estimate will amount to five to seven times a
month for the average people.
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Delivery Media
Between the bank and the customers' home, a linkage has to
be installed. This, as outlined briefly in the previous
chapters, can be established by the bank solely for the purpose
of home-banking. For cost and efficiency reason, a third party
delivery is often employed in other countries. One of the means
is the telephone line. In Hong Kong, this would not pose much of
a problem since over 92% of the households own a telephone. In
fact, the Hong Kong Telephone has a vested interest in
home-banking via its subsidiary Communication Services Ltd.,
which is.the prime promoter of home-banking in Hong Kona.
In terms of hardware, most of the Hong Kong consumers would
not have any problem either. With over 95% household ownership
of television, home-banking would have an easier entry into the
house.* No additional monitor or screen is required. This will
reduce both cost and space problem for the consumers, the latter
of which is an important consideration in Hong Kong.
Implication for Home-Banking
At first glance, the overall picture does not look very
promising for home-banking.
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First, the first category of the target market represents
only about 4% of the total number of households.
Second, the high density of banks, branches and ATM already
provide a very convenient network for customers in general.
Looking at another perspective, a number of 60,000
households is not a small number especially for banks with a
relatively small customer base, like the small local banks and
foreign banks. Because this target market has a relatively high
income bias, the business volume can be quite substantial.
At the same time, the high frequency of bank usage is a
favourable condition for the pushing of home-banking for more
convenience.
This, coupled with the high penetration of readily
accessable delivery channels like the telephone line and hardware
like the television means that both the end-users and the bank
need not invest substantially for the installation of
home-banking.
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It seems, therefore, the fate of home-banking in Hong Kong
is debatable. Its acceptability or rejection will depend on
other factors. Product features, pricing and communication to
customers will be the major areas of investigation. The ensuing
chapters will evaluate each of these factors in more depth.
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CHAPTER V
A BRIEF TECHNICAL STUDY
There are various approaches of proviaing nome-oanicing
facilities but the basic system configuration is the same. The
only choices permitted are hardware models and the delivery
vehicle.
Software Requirements
The presumption is that home-banking will be delivered vi.a
Telephone Company's Viewdata system. Two efforts are required.
A communication link is to be established between Hong Kong
Telephone's Viewdata computer and the bank's central processing
unit (CPU) using the Gateway concept. From then on, it is up to
each bank to develop its own application programmes.
The first part requires some elaboration
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The Viewdata system organizes its stored information into
pages and frames. A page is the basic unit which represents a
logical breakdown of the information. It is uniquely identified
by a nine digit page number and may occupy more than one
screenful or 'frame' of information. A frame is the physical
unit within a page and can contain up to 960 (24 X 40)
characters. The frame table holds various items of control
information, amongst which is the location of eleven other
frames to which the viewer may route directly. by keying a single
character (0-- 9 or#) on his keyboard.
The Gateway frame is the 'bridge' to access other
computer's data base. After connection, the viewer may retrieve
information stored in that data base or enter data prompted by
that computer.
The entire system configuration is depicted in Fig (1).
The Viewdata system structure itself is shown in Fig (2).
For the second part, it is up to the bank to define and
design what types of transactions can be performed through the
home-banking system.
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THE VIEWDATA SYSTEM STRUCTURE
TWX, TELEX,
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Initially, the bank would be better off to borrow its
software for automatic teller machines (ATM) with perhaps slight
modifications so that the home-banking terminal will more or
less act like an ATM at home except for the purpose of
disbursing cash.
An alternative would be to import a software package. The
usual difficulties of acquiring a package is that it has to be
in a form (language and operating system) compatible to the
user-bank's own data-processing environment and even so, the
package may have to be tailored to suit individual bank's needs
due to legislation, customs and market differences.
Unfortunately, there are few vendors for packages of such
nature and those available from America may be very expensive
and inapplicable to Hong Kong.
Hardware Requirements
For the bank, a front-end processor is required for the
communication link between Viewdata's and bank's CPU. For
instance, an IBM series I microcomputer can be used in an IBM
environment (4341 or 370).
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For the customer, three types of Viewdata terminals are
available.
The cheapest way is to use an ordinary TV set with a TV
adaptor. The setback is that most adaptors are equipped only
with a numeric keypad (0 to 9,* and#) so that only numeric
data and basic commands can be entered. But, there may be
viewing conflicts in the family since the television set cannot
be employed for both Viewdata functions and normal TV programs
at the same time. Also, the colours shown on a TV set may not
be as sharp as the other choices.
The second alternative is to use a dedicated,
specially-built Viewdata terminal with full alphanumeric
capability. Control options may also include a full information
provider editing keyboard where some special graphic keys are
present for entry of graphic patterns. This second choice is
obviously more expensive.
A third alternative is to use a microcomputer based
terminal which suits Viewdata's specifications. There is in
fact nothing gained in using a microcomputer except that it may
be used for other computing-applications,
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In addition to this basic unit, the viewer can supplement
his hardware with a video graphic printer in order to produce
hard-copy records for valuable information or for transactions
performed. This equipment is optional.
User Identification Number, Password
By design, every home-banking user must enter his
identification number and password correctly before he is
allowed to do a transaction.
The user identification number is assigned by the bank at
registration time and will be related to the user's account
number with the bank.
The user has the facility to change his password at any
time. There are additional security measures such as limited
number of retrys and different levels of passwords. These will






































A Simplified General. Transaction Flow
It is necessary to refer to Fig (3) while reading the
transaction flow descriptions.
1. Log on to the Viewdata service of the Hong Kong Telephone
Company. A password is required.
2. The first page displayed to the viewer is the Viewdata
system index which gives a list of information providers
and other service pages. The viewer may select any page
to see provided his Viewdata identification number is in
the closed user group of that page.
3. The bank's index in the data file of the Viewdata
computer can be accessed by any Viewdata user. The
majority of the contents of these frames are mainly
informative and may serve as advertisements. The index
contains instructions to assist a viewer to select the
bank's Gateway frame
4. A bank can classify its home-banking users into several
different groups by assigning different closed user group
numbers. This will restrict users to different sets of
transactions.
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5. The welcome frame is the first screen displayed to the
viewer. It should consist of instructions to use the
home-banking service.
6. Apart from a transaction list, the menu prompts the user
to enter his identification number and password.
Excessive unsuccessful retrys will cause disconnection
so that the user is,brought back to a local Viewdata
mode. This incident can be reported by the bank and the
case should be clarified with the user before any more
transactions can be performed.
7. The identity of the next frame shown to the viewer
depends on what function has been selected.
8. Again, persistent error would force the viewer to go
back to the menu screen.
9. A reply frame will be displayed to confirm the
completion of a transaction.
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10. The viewer has the option to release access to home
banking at any time by entering an immediate disconnect
(*0#) command. This will bring him back to the Viewdata
index. A transaction in progress in this situation will
be considered as incomplete. Alternatively, the user
may leave by entering a goodbye command (*02). A
goodbye page will then be displayed before going back to
the local Viewdata mode.
Rough Cost Estimation
The financial costs for the set up and operation of the




















Assuminq a 4 year contract
Exchange rate of US$l= 7.8 is used in calcu1atingthe total
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HK050/minuteTime based charges peak
50/4 minutesoff-peak
50/2 minutesshoulder
set by information providerFrame access charges
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Briefly, it will take a bank with an average level of data
processing sophistication about HK$l million and one year to
implement such a project.
For an ordinary user employing the television set as the
viewing vehicle, his typical cost will be about HK$140 a month
on top of what the bank may charge him. It should be mentioned
that individual pricing is in fact up to the bank. One
possibility is that the bank may acquire a large number of TV
adaptors and lease them to its customers, thereby incuring Lowe:
costs than those quoted. Much, however, depends on how




This chapter will define the product features of the
proposed home-banking system. This means describing the
facilities that will be available through a Viewdata terminal tc
the home banking user.
Several points should be noted.
First, the design with regard to the part on home-banking
is purely arbitrary. This is based on what the writers think
would be the most probable and perhaps easiest features that car
be provided. Much of it are similar to existing ATM functions
apart from some slight enhancements. In other words, this is a
totally fictitious product and it is just possible that other
people may have a completely different idea and use a different
approach. But in all likelihood, the writers believe what has
been constructed here should be reasonably close to what future
home-banking is like. This exercise is most important because
the audience should be accurately informed of what the system
can do and what it cannot do so that a fair appraisal can be
obtained.
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Second, the exact design of the operational procedures
adopted like the keying in of passwords are only a simulation. of
what may be required. A number of security measures have been
introduced and emphasized to examine customer reaction. Should
the bank feel such procedures are clumsy or redundant, it can
always select a neater sequence.
Third, there are a large number of different transactions,
though finite, both real and unreal, that can be performed. For
the consumer survey demonstration, because of time constraints,
it was impossible that the sample of customers be shown all.
The solution was therefore to categorize the services, list them
on transparencies, and go through them systematically but only
singling out interesting and representative ones for
demonstration. The whole idea was to give the sample of
customers a feel of what home-banking and related facilities
were about for the subsequent discussion.
Fourth, a number of 'mock-up' screens designed specially
for home-banking were provided by Communication Services so that
the sample could have a true experience of, say, a genuine
payment transaction. A set of such sample frames are shown in
the Appendix. The audience were treated as if they were clientE
of A hvnnt-hct-ical ABC Bank.
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Home-Banking Facilities
A tabulation will ne more comprenensive.
General Banking Information
This is a one way communication from bank to customer. The
information should be available in the local Viewdata index
where the bank is an information provider. In fact, such
information can be made open to any Viewdata user.
It includes
Bank Rates and Quotations
*Bank notes exchange rates
*Exchange rates for traveller cheques and drafts
*Deposit interest rates
*Foreign curnenecy deposit rates
Bank Addresses and Telephones
*Addresses and telephone numbers of its branches
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Service Information
Terms and conditions for saving accounts, current
accounts, fixed deposits, precious metal accounts, ATM
cards, credit cards, personal loans, mortgages and
autopay
Bank charges and commissions for remittances and other
services
Services to corporate clients
Home Banking Transactions
If a home banking user wants to perform a transaction on
his own bank account, he has to first gain access to the bank's
computer through. Viewdata's Gateway facility.
Once through the Gateway frame, the customer will be




All the user's accounts with ABC Bank are listed in one
page with prescribed parameter defining whether transfers in and
out of each account is allowed or not. Such parameters are
pre-arranged between customer and bank.
In the demonstration, the audience was shown a transfer of
HK$500 from user's saving account number one to his current
account. The effects of inputing a wrong transaction code was
also demonstrated in the process. The use of the conf irmatioi
page was also explained.
Transfer to External Accounts
Again, the customer need to specify the various receipients
of payments with the Bank beforehand. It is further required to
determine the number and total dollar amount of the payments










In the demonstration, the audience were shown a payment of
HK$155.25 to HK Telephone. Payments can be post-dated, that is,
a user can instruct the bank to pay out at a future date.
account History Retrieval
More commonly, this is known as a statement request. User
can choose to review anyone of his accounts with his bank,
choose between a display on the terminal and actually receiving
a mailed copy, and if the former, whether just the balance or a
Eull statement.
In the demonstration, audience were shown a
full display of
the user's current account statement.
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Transaction Journal
This is a facility to enable the user to review nis last
nine banking transactions done through the Viewdata terminal.
Each transaction is identified by the date, time, nature
and amount, the last item of which can be displayed at the press
of a REVEAL button on the keyboard.
It is mainly designed for reconciliation.
Existing Viewdata Services
Since it has been assumed that it is economically viable to
deliver home banking services through the Viewdata system, it is
then a prerequisite for a user to first become a viewer.
Consequently the Viewdata facilities are automatically open to
him.
Viewdata facilities were only demonstrated in a second
phase during the focus group study so as to evaluate the
difference between providing the home-banking service alone and




This is mainly contributed by South China Morning Post
(SCMP) as an information provider in a service called Postel
828. International sports as well as business news are
available. Headlines are first displayed and viewers can then




There are currently three information providers of
financial news- SCMP, Sun Hung Kai and Reuters. Frame charges
have been imposed by the latter two. Information range from
bank rates, prices of stocks, precious metal to commodities,
both local and worldwide. There are also company analysis and a
special China Trade File. Those who need to follow the market




Information on departures and arrivals.
Electronic Yellow Pages
The name explains itself.
Electronic Mailing
This facility enables a Viewdata user to send a message to
another Viewdata user, even overseas via the Datel Message
Service (DMS).
In the latter case, the messages are transmitted by
viewdata's computers to telex networks worldwide.
Perceived advantages are confidentiality, ease of editing
and multi-addressing ability. A disadvantage is the longer time




This requires no elaboration. A set back that must be
mentioned is that no sound can be generated by such a terminal
thereby rendering the games less exciting.
Home Education
This refers to the provision of education programs for
childult the adult such as those from the poluteechnic. from the Polvtechnic.
Telesnopping
This feature has not yet been fully developed. Thus for
the purpose of demonstration, a simulated transaction for the
ordering of some wine from a catalogue was performed.
It was specifically mentioned that the order can only be




Because of time, the abilities of the Viewdata to process
financial calculations (tax, mortgages) and the feature known a:
telesoftware were not demonstrated. The latter means loading




HOME--BANKING AS AN INNOVATION
As a totally new concept and product, home-banking can be
regarded as an innovation. The objective of this Chapter is to
evaluate home-banking as an innovation to Hong Kong consumers
and its. implication for the consumer reasearch that follows.
Theory of Diffusion of Innovation
There are three categories. of innovations. First, there
are continuous innovations. These are the least disruptive of
the innovations and usually involve a modification of a
product. The introduction of picture checks to the plain check
market by Citibank Hong Kong can be classified under this
category.
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Second, the dynamically continuous innovations are those
which do not alter established patterns but usually involve a
modification of an old product or the creation of a new product.
Statement savings account is not a complete departure from
passbook savings account but involves a modification of the
customer identification instrument which represents a much more
convenient alternative to the customers.
Third, discontinuous innovations. They are not immediately
compatible with cultural values or consumer habits. They take
much time to diffuse through the population. ATM is a good
example.here. When it was first introduced in Hong Kong, most
customers hesitated to use it for fear of being mugged on the
street, for distrust of the machine, for the inhuman touch, for
the self service idea and an array of other concerns. But now
after over five years, ATM are just around the corner of every
street. Many customers prefer the convenience of ATM to the
'human' touch of the tellers. In fact, they choose to talk to
the machine rather than queue up in the bank lobby even during
bank business hours.
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Like ATM, home-banking is obviously a discontinuous
innovation. Though it is an obvious extension of bank
automation and self-service, the fact that customers can now
operate their bank accounts at home instead of in the banks o
on the streets represents a tremendous departure from their
existing banking and living habits..
Innovation Adopters
As outlined in CHAPTER I, five categories of innovation
adopters have been identified. The first category is composed
of the innovators who represent 2.5% of the consumers. Next are
the 'early adoptors', then the 'early majority', the 'late
majority' and finally the 'laggards'.
This stratumisation can similarly be applied to the produces
offeror- the banks.
The typical product life cycle can be recasted in the cycle
of innovation adoption. Adoption tends to be slow at first and
then to increase fairly rapidly until a mature phase is reached
and growth slows down or flattens. What varies over different
innovation is only the time dimension.
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Characteristics of Innovation
Six characteristics of new products and services influence
the rate at which adootion takes place
First is relative advantage. That is, how superior is tr
product to what the consumer has now.
Second is compatibility. what is meant is actually how
does the new product match up with existing products? Are they
in diametrically conflicting position or can they co-exist?
Third is complexity. How difficult is it for the consumer
to understand and to use the new product?
Fourth is divisibility. How easy is it to try or
experience the new product on a limited basis?
Fifth is communicability. How easy it is to communica
benefits to prosprctive users?




A review of these characteristics already provide some
preliminary indications of likelihood of widespread adoption of
home-banking by consumers.
Relative Advantage
Many consumers are likely to perceive significant relative
advantages from interactive home terminals. The ability to
access data bases and perform transactions from home can save
time and provide increased convenience. Consumers may also
recognize energy savings through fewer trips for banking or
shopping or other purposes.
Compatibility
Home banking, however, is not closely compatible with
existing bank service delivery system or living habits. It
changes not only the means but the location of performing
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transactions. Also, they dramatically shift some transactions
from a personal service orientation to a technological emphasis
losing the 'human' touch on the way
Complexity
Most consumers are likely to view-home banking,
particularly the input procedures, through key boards or pads,
as relatively complicated.
This is what was witnessed in the introduction of the ATM.
The complexity can magnify to a 'machine' phobia which many
women and old people tend to possess even in this day and age.
Divisibility
Home-banking is difficult for consumers to test on a brief
trial or experimental basis. A user may have to invest
considerable time learning how to use the new product. Hardware
or installation charges may also be significant and pose as
potential deterrents to casual trial of the new product.
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Communicability
The communicability aspects of home-banking reflect mixed
implications. It may not be difficult to identify and describe
benefits. It will be much more challenging, however, to
convince consumers that the systems can be operated simply and
accurately. This ties in closely with the complexity of the
home-banking systems as a whole.
Cost
Cost is the great unknown here. It can be funded entirely
by the end-user, that is, the consumers. Or it can be funded or
partially subsidized by the product-offeror, the banks,
depending on the relationship each individual customer has with
the bank. The information providers may, and in fact, most of
them do, pay for featuring their information in the systems, in
form of advertising costs. Thus it is possible that the banks
and the information providers subsidize home-banking to reduce
consumer charges and to encourage usage. At the same time, it
is also possible that end-users may face substantial costs for
hardware, installation, subscription fees or transaction charges
as indicated in CHAPTE V
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Summary
Home-banking scores best in terms of relative advantage.
However, it is likely to be seen as complex, very different from
existing life styles, also hard to use in the trial condition.
Marketing communications will be limited in ability to persuade
consumers that home-banking is simple and reliable.
The initial analysis, therefore seems to indicate that the
development of acceptable pricing schemes is critical to the
marketing of home-banking.
On the product-offerors' side, the banks could strengthen
up their relationship with other service and information
providers who may participate in home-banking and work out a
reduced charge scheme for the consumers.
Of course, a close monitor of the technological developmen
that may make significant breakthrough in the simplification of






The objective-of the consumer research was to first,
establish whether there is a need for home-banking among the
target market defined in Chapter I in Hong Kong, second, if not,
can such a need be created.
Demonstration
With the co-operation of Communication Services Ltd., a
subsidiary of the Hong Kong Telephone, and the only company in
Hong Kong that has available a simulated home-banking system for
private individuals, the writers were able to set up and present
demonstrations of home-banking to a sample of the target market
in three focus group discussions in end of January 1984 (January
25, 26 and 28). Each group lasted for about three hours.
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Sampling Method
As identified in Chapter I, the 'innovators' and 'early
adopters' in the home-banking user market are likely to be a
relatively narrow market segment which falls under three
categories.
1. Individuals with a higher than average income, young (2
to 45 years), usually better educated and thus readily
acceptable of new ideas and services.
They place a premium on time. This means they either
work as busy professionals, executives or owners of
small business.
Those who are married are likely to have a working
spouse.
2. More housebound bank customers such as the elderly and
the disabled
3. Computer hobbyist
The first group constitutes the largest segment of the
three and are more easily identified and measured by objective
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standards. The writers had therefore opted to focus on this
group in this preliminary study.
After careful deliberation, the writers decided to
concentrate the sampling among men only. With no offence to the
fairer sex (one of the writer being a member of this second half
under the sky), it was a decision based on the experience in
Hong Kong marketing research of this writer. Her previous
researches on household purchase decision indicated that the
choice of electric/electronic household gadgets in Hong Kong
were primarily made by men rather than women. Demographically,
better educated (defined as secondary completed or above)
working population are still dominated by men (70% see Chapter
IV)),, especially in the executive stratum which the writers have
identified as the primary target market.
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Based on this analysis, information collected from female
members of this target market represents only a small segment of
the total_ target market. The writers have therefore decided on
a pure male sample for efficiency purpose. In general, it is
not advisable to mix men and women in focus group discussions.
Both men and women tend to be less open in front of the other
sex, especially people whom they meet the f irst time.
Since this target market is a relatively homogeneous group,
no further sub-groups was broken down for sampling purpose.
Nevertheless, to base analysis on one single focus group
discussion is highly unreliable. Sampling bias is more probably
in qualitative surveys like focus group discussions than
quantitative surveys. What is more, some group members may be
more dominant and vocal than other members. This does not mean
however, the quiet members hold the same view as these dominant
members. To eliminate these possible bias, it is generally
advisable to conduct at least two focus group discussions,
preferably three. Three is better than two not because of its
being bigger in number. In case two groups hold diametrically
different opinions, the third group will be a good indicator of
where the weight should be tilted.
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Here, the writers have to sound the normal caveat that
qualitative research results are not Su pposed
pp to be projected tc
the total target market in figures and percentages. They only
serve as indicators of. the general attitudes, motivation and
preference and have to be verified and substantiated by
quantitative surveys.
To eliminate bias as a result of recruiting people from a
small circle of friends and co-workers of the two writers,
recruitment of participants to the focus group discussions was
commissioned to an independent market research
agency---Marketing Decision Research Ltd. (MDR).
Sample Achieved
According to the target market definition, the recruitment
guideline was set down as follows:-
Men
Aged 25-49
Completed secondary education or above
Senior executives, professionals or self-employed
Monthly household income HK$10,000 or above (claimed)
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A detail profile of the sample achieved is attached in the
Appendix.
In summary, out of the total 19 participants, majority wer,
between 31 to 35 years old, (12 out of 19) university educated
(16 out of 19), senior executives (13 out of 19). married (13)
with wife working (10) and had at least a child, (11). All
except one had over HK$15,000 household income per month, eight
had over HK$20,000. Majority had a personal income exceeding
HK$10, 000 (15).
Their banking habits were quite similar. On average, they
used 2-4 banks.
Only one of them had no savings account. The rest had an
average of about two savings accounts (1.94).
Again, only one (not the same person) had no checking
account. But the average number of checking accounts was lower
(1.56).
A majority had at least one fixed deposit account (11 out
of 19). Among those who had, having more than one fixed deposit
account was not unusual. In fact, four had over 3 fixed deposit
accni1nts.
Tied in with the overall market penetration in Chapter IV,
not everyone had an ATM card (15 out of 19 had). Among those
who had, most of them (9) used it about once a week or more
often.
The checking account holders tended to write a lot of
checks, about 9.61 checks in a month in average.
Other than using ATM and checks, 10 of the 19 participants
visited bank counters once a week or more often, 4 visited less
often than once a month. It was interesting to note that 3 out
of these 4 participants had no ATM card and relied mostly on
checks
Areas of Investigation
A discussion guide was outlined to aid the flow and
coverage of discussions. The guide was designed to provide
answers or indications to the two questions laid down in the
objectives of the research:-
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Question One: Is there a need for home-banking?
Question Two: If not, can the need be created?
Basically, all of the three focus group discussions
fn'I 1 nwAr1 1-hA C--ama f1 nw
First, the writers tried to tap from the discussion whether
there was any dissatisfaction towards bank services that were
currently offered in Hong Kong, especially in services that
could be provided by home-banking, i.e., information and
transaction services (pay-in, pay-out, transfers).
One of the writer then introduced home-banking w.4L. th a brief of
description of home-banking, its services and functions,
followed by a demonstration of the simulated home-banking system
provided by the Communication Services Ltd.
The participants were asked to evaluate the benefits and
problems of the home-banking system. They were encouraged to be
candid about their likes and dislikes of the system, with
special regard to its complexity and security, the two biggest
hurdles in the pushing of home-banking in the West. Here,
unavoidably, home-banking was compared to existing similar bank
services like the ATM.
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One very useful indication of people's disposition towards
a particular product is to ask them whether they will use it if
it is free, and if they have to pay for it, and at what costs
are they. willing to pay. In the focus group discussions, the
participants were asked to make these decisions after citing all
their likes and dislikes of home-banking.
For a bank in the real life, especially a bank with a
relatively small market share (like the Nottingham Building
Society in the United Kingdom), the success of a new product
depends very much on its ability to induce bank-switching and
thereby gain a larger market share for the bank. It is, at the
same time, a powerful indicator of consumers' preference to a
new product. Such a question was posed to the participants as
another indicator of their overall evaluation of home-banking.
In countries where home-banking has been introduced, it is
very often offered as part of a total home-banking, information
and entertainment package. The attractiveness of home-banking
is enhanced when it comes with other things. Some of these
information and entertainment facilities (outlined in Chapter in
VI) are also provided by Communications Services Ltd. in Hong
Kong. The writers again demonstrated these other services and
rFncated the same auestions as in the section on home-banking
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alone. They are: participants' likes and dislikes of these
services, their disposition towards using these services if they
are free, and if they have to pay for it, and at what costs
whether they will switch to a bank offering these services
together with home-banking.
Other than the demonstration, visual aids in form of
transparencies were used to summarize and highlight the major
functions of home-banking and related facilities.
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CONSUMER RESEARCH- RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
With the aid of written notes and tape recording
facilities, the writers were able to go through a detail
analysis of the focus group discussion results. This, coupled
with their observation during the discussions, provide a
comprehensive picture of the participants' reactions to the
home-banking package.
Evaluation of Personal Bank Services
Currently Available
Home-banking pertains to personal banking needs rather than
institutional or business banking needs. It was therefore
relevant to establish the participants' attitudes towards
personal bank services currently available to them in Hong Kong.
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In general, the participants were quite satisfied with the
bank services they used at present in Hong Kong. Despite
repeated probing and assurance from the writers that they need
not feel being critical if they had any discontent and that it
was the purpose of this research to find out if there was any,
the participants had only two minor complaints.
As expected, long-queues and lengthy waiting over bank
counters were the primary complaints. Nevertheless, most of tht
participants could accept this as part of the reality of going
to banks during rush hours, usually meaning lunch time. They
understood it was unavoidable and did not find it much of a
nuisance. In fact, if the transactions could be done at the
ATM, most participants preferred to use the ATM instead. The
queues at the ATM tended to be short and satisfy their time
requirement efficiently.
In terms of areas for improvement, some participants who
were more financially sophisticated and had investments in the
stocks and gold market would like the bank to provide them
investment advice. Banks are expected to be more knowledgeable
and has the necessary resources and expertise the way they see
it. Their ultimate objective was to make more out of their
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money through bank's advice. A bank would be regarded as a good
bank if it could help them make the correct investment decision
and make their money grow.
Home-Banking
The participants were not at all excited by the
demonstration of the simulated home-banking system. This could
be seen from their detached and disinterested body and facial
expressions during and immediately after the demonstration as
well as from their comments of the system.
Naturally, they compared the home-banking system with the
bank services they had right now. Their conclusion was,
home-banking did not offer much additional benefits and had some
problems and limitations.
Bank Environment in Hong Kong
What home-banking actually offers is primarily
convenience. Customers can operate their bank accounts and have
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access to other bank information at home. This, however, is not
very appealing in Hong Kong.
There are over 1,500 banks and branches and over six
hundred ATM machines operating twenty-four hours a day in Hong
Kong. Most customers can have access to an ATM within five
minutes walk from their working place or home. It is therefore
understandable that the participants found banks and ATM's
already very convenient and did not feel the need of having an
additional 'ATM' at home.
'Home-banking is not suitable for Hong Kong
we've too many banks and branches here'.
'We've many ATM's in Hong Kong. It's too convenient
for us to accept new products. Why make such a big
fuss (by installing a home-terminal)?'
Such are some of the participants' comments. If
home-banking offers better or more services that are important
to customers and are not accessable by other banking methods, it
may achieve a better appeal. Unfortunately, the home-banking
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services that are likely to be most frequently used, namely,
personal account transfer and transfer to other accounts- can
be easily satisfied with not much hazzle by other banking means,
such as telephone banking, bank by mail and payment by checks.
So said some of the nartioipsnts:
'If (home-banking) only offers simple transactions,
why make such a big fuss out of it? I don't
have to install one at home.'
'ATM is already sufficient. After all, home-banking
does only transfers. ATM can do it too.'
'Now banks even offer phone transactions.'
'I write checks to pay bills. It's very convenient.
Just a few checks a month.'
'You've to go to the bank for other transactions
such as purchase of US dollar, gift checks etc.'
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Hong Kong: Socio-Economic Environment
In such a high telephone ownership society as Hong Kong
(over 95%) where no transaction charge is imposed on telephone
calls, banking by phone may be more convenient that ATM or
home-banking. Simply by picking up the phone, the customer can
place an order. He does not have to operate himself.
Though telephone transactions are limited to within ban
business hours,-the additional time benefit offered by
home-banking does not seem to off-set the operational
complication it necessitates.
What is more, Hong Kong is still very much a cash society
h home-terminal does not churn-out or accept cash, while ATM
does. Compared to ATM, home-banking is actually much less
convenient in this aspect. It is virtually incompatible with
the life-style of Hong Kong society.
'In Hong Kong, we're used to free banking servicE
and cash.'
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'Home-banking' can't replace ATM. ATM provides cash.'
'You still have to go to the bank for cash withdrawal
(if you use home-bankinl'
Home-banking: Product. Limitations
If only home-banking services were more flexible than what
ABC Bank offers, it could have an edge over ATM.
Transfer to other account is one example. Only accounts
that are pre-specified by the customer can receive a credit fron
the customers account. Though this is a protective measure
designed to safeguard customers' interest against frauds,
participants find it necessary to go to banks or pay by checks
for payments not specified in advance. This tend to reduce the
attractiveness of this feature.
In fact, even when the CHATS system is implemented (see
Chatper XI) two way credit and debit between accounts at two
different banks will only be attractive if a home-banking user
signs up home-banking facilities at both banks.
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Home-banking is interactive in the sense that customers'
transactions are on-line and 'updated' every second. Customers
can get an up-to-the-second statement of all his accounts as
soon as the transaction is confirmed.
It is not interactive, however, in rate quotation. ror
financially sophisticated participants who had some investment
experience, a definite 'minus'. They expected home-banking
quoted rates to be regular rates. But usually they get a better
rate if they can 'bargain' with bank officers. So, they would
not use home-banking to purchase money market deposits, stocks
and shares precious metals or apply for loans.
'You can negotiate for a better price with stock
brokers but you can't do it with the machine.'
This ties in with another concern of the participants.
Home-banking is basically a human-machine interface and is
relatively less attractive in general compared to the warmth anc
flexibility of dealing with bank staffs. A participant
expressed this concern very well:
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'We ask not only for advanced technology but
also bank professionals' expertise and experience.
Human is better than machines.'
One possible exception is when participants want to get a
loan but feel that it is a 'humiliating' and 'embarrasing'
request as most Chinese still do. Under this circumstance, they
would prefer to apply the loan and get approval entirely through
the machine.
Complexity of Operation
The operation procedure of the home-banxing sysLt iui
another negative. Almost every participant found it too
complex. One of them would not adait his own feeling but
disauided it as a problem for older people.
'It's too complex an operation. Older people may
resist it. They_may worry about making errors.'
Indeed, the complexity dia not come only as a nuisance but
also posed a threat of making errors. If the error has
some thing.to do with one's money, it is very important.
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The major criticisms were there were too many passwords and
transaction codes might not be necessary:-
'One password is enough.'
'We don't need to double-check the password.'
'Transaction code is too much a trouble. You
tend to forget which code you should use next.'
Being used to the tempo of life in Hong Kong, many
participants found the procedure too slow and tedious. This was
partly a function of the many passwords and transaction codes,
but the fact that one has to confirm every request was also
considered too much a trouble, making the entire procedure
highly repetitive and slow. Participants would prefer the whole
page to come out at the same time rather than coming out
line-by-line. After going through one section, participants
would like to have a system that can facilitate immediate
passage to another section rather than going back to the manual
first.
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Confidence towards the System
Going from the operation mechanism to the very basics, the
all male participants actually had a distrust towards banking
with a machine in general and a computer in specific.
This distrust towards machine is more common among women
and older people in general but is not entirely 'immune' to the
male population. When ATM was first introduced, many bank
customers did not use it even though they had the card to
operate. They preferred to wait in the long queues over the
counter when there were no queues outside at the ATM. The
reason was they were not familiar with the ATM operation.
'What if I press the wrong account number and
my money goes to a person whom I don't know?'
'What if I press the wrong button and it 'eats uF
my card?'
'What if I lose my card or a pickpocket got my
card? My money will be gone
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'It is hard to remember my password and I was
advised not to carry it around together with
my card.'
Such are the questions or hurdles which the banks had to
educate their customers or let customers educate each other by
wider usage.
The focus group participants raised a similar set of
questions for home-banking. All these arise out of two basic
difference with their present banking habits.
For those who still preferred to go to bank counters more
than the ATM, home-banking was a complete departure from their
present banking habits. Instead of dealing with a human fac.e
with warm, personalized service and interactive
cross-verification, confirmation and negotiation, these people
have to do their own transactions themselves at home, where
possibility of error is perceived to be huge because it is a
'computer', known to be complex and user-unfriendly, where one
may not even know he has made an error, where what is shown on
the. screen may not be what is recorded in the bank, where one
cannot cross-verify or negotiate because the other party is not
a person but a machine.
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Like the questions posed on ATM when it was first
introduced, these distrusts towards home-banking system are not
totally justified and could be converted through education and
time.
On the surface, home-banking is just an extension of the
ATM system. Customers activate their own transactions instead
of with the assistance of bank staffs. With the widespread
usage of ATM in Hong Kong, it was though that home-banking
should not face much resistance. Nevertheless, the focus grout
participants who relied heavily on ATM for their banking needs
had a different perspective.
ATM is installed in bank premises, it is the bank's
property. In case anything goes wrong, these participants felt
that the bank should shoulder the responsibility wheras in the
case of home-banking the terminal is installed at the customers'
home. The participants therefore raised the question as to
which party should be responsible if there is any discrepancy
between the customer's and the bank's record. Even if hard
copies are made available. through the employment of a printer
attached to the home-terminal, the participants argued that the
bank would not rely on such hard copies which could be
manipulated at the customers end.
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Such were the comments of the participants in this area:-
'I have no confidence in machines.'
'In case there is something wrong, how can we prove
it's the bank's or the customer's fault?'
'The bank may not trust hard-copy printed by a
customer's printer. You can manipulate your printer.
'After all it's a machine. I may use it for small.
amount transactions but for big ticket items.. I will
definitely go to the bank.'
'For large amount transactions, I have confidence only
if I sign the document personally.'
Security Concern
tiiiuLiier very valia concern was security. Like their
Western counterparts, the focus group participants were-very
concerned about the security of their password, which is the key
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to the home-banking system. Some would prefer to choose their
own password. Some raised doubt as to the confidentiality of
the password inside the bank.
What is more, the participants raised the possibility of
bank computer crime which had happened precedence in the U.S.
In the case of home-banking, the chance of getting access to
customers information is bigger with the indirect third party
linkage through the telephone line.
Overall Preference for Home-Banking
Even though home-banking can provide certain additional
convenience of banking at home, a lot of concern were raised as
to its complexity of operation, possibility of error and
security. In fact, it is basically not very compatible with the
still largely cash using society of Hong Kong. This, coupled
with the over abundance and therefore convenience of bank
branches and ATMs, it is not surprising to find that most (about
2 out of three) participants were not willing to pay for such a
service at home. For those ..who would pay, the majority would
pay about HK$50 a month and none of them were willing to give
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over HK$100 a month, including the hardware and transaction
cost. Here, the participants were working on an assumption that
non-home-banking transactions were free.
Nevertheless, most would-consider using one more bank if
this bank offers home-banking free to them. Some entirely ruled
out the possibility. They did not think home-banking offer much
additional benefits. But even for those who would use it, they
would not switch over their accounts entirely to this new bank.
This new bank would be reserved for transactional accounts only.
Unless this bank is comparable to their existing banks in all
other aspects such as rates, distribution network, service
quality, security etc., they would retain a large portion of
their money at their existing banks. This means home-banking is
not a sufficient choice criteria compared to these other factors.
Related Information and Entertainment Facilities
Teleshopping
Like mail catalogue in Hong Kong, teleshopping is unlikel,
to be popular. Participants preferred to go shopping for the
real thing and bargain for prices rather than buy something ovE
the screen. After all, shopping is so convenient in Hong Kong.




The drawback is it makes no sound. Much of the excitement
of TV games is therefore reduced. Participants preferred to have
other TV games which were not expensive in Hong Kong.
Home Education
Only a few participants were interested in home-education
through the box. That depends on the need of individual persons
as well as the offers of the educations programme. Of course,
the fee is one consideration also.
Electronic Mailing
Electronic mailing was considered an interesting thing but
not much of a use. People can pick up the phone and talk to each
other more readily. Moreover, electronic mailing operates only
between home-banking users, which limits its appeal.
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Information
Information arouse most interest.
Newsfile and weather was not very pertinent. Participants
preferred to read the papers for more news details, and updated
weather report is available simply by picking up the phone
(another free service by the Hong Kong Telephone).
Electronic Yellow Pages was not much different from the
Yellow Pages in the telephone directory. Flight information wa
relevant only to frequent travellers or businessmen who had a
lot of incoming visitors.
The most attractive items were financial information,
especially for those who had some personal investments.
Nevertheless, the more sophisticated segment found it very
convenient to get information through their brokers over the
phone. Moreover, they would use the home-terminal only after
office hours when all the local financial markets are closed,
which means the information is no longer useful.
Overall, though, they rated these information the mos




The participants were willing to pay twice as much or
slightly more than what they would pay for for home-banking
alone if home-banking was offered together with these related
services in a package. Still the highest price (offered by one
participant) was only $1,500 per year including hardware rental
and transaction cost or cast per usage
Nor would they switch over all their accounts to a bank




In view of the degree of concern expressed by the sample of
customers in the focus group discussion, the writers find it
necessary to devote an independent chapter for the evaluation of
security considerations of the home banking system.
Two levels of security are associated with the system:
Security Features Relating to Personal
Identification
A variety of features can be incorporated into the systei




A time-out interval will be used to prevent the undesirable
situation when a user has connected to the home-banking service
but has not had any terminal activity for a certain period of
time. There are two reasons which make this precautionary
measure necessary. First, there is a chance that the user has
left the terminal and forgotten to disconnect it. Second, a
terminal remaining in the connected status will take up the
hank's svstem resources.
When this time-out interval expires, the terminal will be
automatically disconnected from the bank's system. This will
bring the user back to the local Viewdata mode.
The bank may select any value for this interval. It could
be set at one minute, for example.
Limited Number of Retrys
Password retry is counted and kept in the system. When a
certain pre-fixed limit is reached, the user is barred against
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performing any more transactions until the situation is
clarified with the bank. The data processing system of the bank
should be alerted in such cases.
Transaction Confirmation Page
A confirmation page will appear each time the user has
issued an instruction for transaction to the bank's computer.
The purpose of it is two-fold. One, it enables the user to
check the details of the instruction he has entered before
execution. Two, it provides remedy for last minute intervention
if keyboard has been pressed erroneously, for example, by kids
in the family.
.Since only one button will trigger the transmission of the
confirmation page, it will be highly unlikely that the right
buttons are pressed each time unless the person does it
deliberately.
Various Levels of Password
In the first place, passwords entered will not appear on
the terminal screen as in the case of all ATM transactions.
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Also, different levels of password can be assigned to
reduce the possibility of frauds.
Random number transaction codes which is a technique use(
by home banking systems in Germany, can be employed so that
everytime a user wants to perform a transaction, a different
transaction code has to be entered for validation. When a set
of codes is exhausted, a second set will be issued to the user
The whole idea bears some resemblance to test keys and
S.W. I. F. T. log-in table concepts.
A possible disadvantage is that the system may sound clumsy
to some people.
Password Change Facility
The initial password can be assigned by the user hirnjelf..
The user may change his password at any time after he hay
successfully logged on to the system.
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Pre-set Parameters on Transactions
Limits can be set for transfer transactions whether
internal (among own accounts) or external (to outside
accounts). It can be defined by the user himself or by the bank
However, it is generally a trade-off between security and
system attractiveness since the user may not-want a lot of
constraints on what he can do with the system.
Encrvtion
Encryption will only be feasible for the leased line
portion, that is, from Viewdata's computer to bank's central
computer. A data encryptor/decryptor pair can be installed at
the ends of this line. All messages are encrypted before
transmission and decrypted upon reception. This completely
eliminates the possibility of taking information from the line.
The encryption works in accordance with the data encryption
standard (DES) algorithm, as approved by the US National Bureau
of Standards.
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As an analogy, it should be mentioned that teller terminal
networks of most banks in Hong Kong where the transactions
transmitted through them have amounts greatly exceeding those of
the home-banking system have no data encryption. In fact, in
the home-banking. system, when a fraud occurs, the account of the
fraudulent operator can easily be traced.
Data Security Considerations Relating to
Communication and Storage
Line Tapping in the Telephone Network from
Viewdata Terminal to Viewdata Computer
The telephone lines from viewdata terminals to viewdata
computers are all switched lines using asynchronous line
protocol. This means that a dialing has to be done every time
to establish connection. Different telephone lines in the
exchange office will be used and it takes a few minutes in the
exchange office to find out the physical line to be tapped on.
Alternatively, the one who intends to do the line tapping may
find the line at a location very near to the viewdata terminal.
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Line tapping may be done by two types of equipment. The
first one is a data scope with which all characters transmitted
on the line can be displayed. The second type is to make use of
a micro-computer. Programs have to be written to achieve this.
The line tapping process as described is theorectically
possible. But in practice, several difficulties will have to be
overcome. Finding out a switched line is not an easy task and
usually has to be done by a person very familiar with telephone
line switching. To write a program which may display the
message on the line requires a detailed knowledge of both line
protocol and viewdata message protocol and format. Finally, it'
would be fairly inconvenient to install this line tapping
equipment. Because the present viewdata terminals have no data
encryption capability, there are few precautionary measures
which can be taken to guard against line tapping.
It is important to note, however, that not all information
thus obtained will be useful. Only the password will be
critical since all other messages are ordinary frame displays
and should be sufficiently uninteresting to anybody else. This
password will be sent through the line only once per
connection. If the Viewdata user is prompt with his
transactions, it is then difficult for another person to find
out the line and hence the password.
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Sensitive Data Passing Through the Telephone
Company's Viewdata Computer
All messages sent to and received from viewdata terminals
will pass through the GEC viewdata computer. These messages will
not be written onto the disk file but reside in the core memory
buffer only. Moreover, the storage locations where these
messages reside will vary randomly according to the number of
users and lines which are active. The only way to find out these
messages is to take a snapshot memory dump. Again, not all
messages should be protected from 'seeing'. Only the
identification number and password pair are of prime importance.
These messages exist in buffer only for a fraction of a second
and the chance of taking a dump for a particular terminal is verl
small. As a precautionary measure, the telephone company has a
safety regulation to guard against an unauthorized memory dump.
Line Tapping on the Leased Line from Viewdata
Computer to Bank's Computer
Since encryption is possible in this portion, line tapping
possibilities are eliminated.
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Password File Security in Bank's Computer
This file has to be protected from unauthorized access.
Data encryption can also be applied so that the contents cannot
be interpreted.
Summary
The latter two points in the preceding discussion are
entirely under the bank's own control. But even if a third
party has gained unauthorized access to a user identification
number and password, there is nothing he can do without the
registered terminal with the bank because terminal
i8Pnt-ifiont-inn itz ini
The combination of a unique terminal set, a unique user
identification number and secret password is analogous to a
plastic card and a PIN (Personal Identity Number).
At the very most, the person can only do pre-designated
transfer transactions with the bank and provided that the
transferees are all pre-designated utility and credit card
companies, banks need not worry too much about security. Only
when the function of transfers to external accounts are
implemented should the bank give second thoughts to control-
measures.,
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When people weigh the individual considerations, they have
a tendency to focus on minor system inadequacies. The key
question should be: Is the new system an overall improvement on
the existing one or rather, a degradation? Thus, if people are
not worse off than what they have now, they should not be too
obsessed with some imperfections and ground the whole project.
What is crucial however is not how secure the system is
designed but rather how people perceive whether the system is
safe. Banks or some other concerned parties like Viewdata need
to educate people in an emphatic way that they need to fear
little about their account being manipulated by somebody else
should they select to use the home banking system. People will
just have to develop the same degree of trust as with automatic
teller machines.
The difficult part is, ironically, not to overdo things so
that the system becomes too complex to use, therefore totally
departing from the original intention to provide added
convenience to the customer.
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CHAPTER XI
IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS
Speaking broadly, technology will do more good than bad to
this home-banking product in the sense that it can add
dimensions to the system by enabling it to perform functions not
possible otherwise,
Also, as technologies are developed, system operating cost
may be reduced. Such a phenomenon can be found in everyday
examples of electronic products such as watches, calculators an




Clearing house automation is now under way in the world's
major financial centres. New York was first off the mark with
its CHIPS system (Clearing House Interbank Payments System) in
1970- although same-day settlement was not introduced until two
years ago. It now handles an estimated ninety percent of
international inter-bank dollar transfers.
In London, CHAPS (Clearing House Payment System) finally
went on-line early this year although it was originally
scheduled in 1981. Regrettably, it did not meet with great
success when bankers criticised the lack of security and its
being too centralized to distinguish between various gradation:
of the British banking hierarchy, putting the clearers and
nnn- clearers on the same footin.
Similar in concept to UK's CHAPS is CHATS (Clearing House
Automated Transfer System) r the system to be operated by the
Hong Kong Clearing House on behalf of all members of the Hong
Kong Association of Banks. The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation has been commissioned to do the system design.
By establishing an interface between their current and
savings accounts with CHAT's Tandem hardware, banks in
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Hong Kong can permit on-line debit and credit transactions
between individual_ accounts at different banks.
At present, the Clearing House operates under a rather
efficient but gradually out-moded batch system which enables
members to clear funds subject to one-day float.
The new CHATS system is predicted to have a tremendous
the banking industry. Already pilot tests were under
impact in
way and full scale operation is expected in 1985.
It must be pointed out that, in the product definition of
it has been deliberately designed that home-bankin
this paper,
can make instantaneous on-line payments to external
users
accounts like credit card and utility companies. In fact, at
moment this is not possible without the help of CHATS.
the
Here, distinction has to be made on two similar terms-
direct debit and standing instruction. The former relates to
instructions from an accountee to his banker authorising the
latter to pay- to a stipulated third party on a periodic basic
sums not exceeding a pre-assigned amount. In other words, the
amounts of payment vary each time and it is up to the third
party to initiate the payment transaction, normally through the
clearing
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system, by deducting money from the orderer's bank account.
Standing instructions, on the other hand, are of fixed amounts
and are initiated by the orderer's bank, usually on a fixed date
within the month, to be credited eventually into the
beneficiary's account with another bank.
The examples used in this research clearly belong to the
former category. Home-banking users would normally prefer to
receive his bill for checking before triggering at his own will
a payment before the imposed deadline.
Without CHATS, fund movements will be confined to internal
accounts. Perhaps it can be extended to transfers to a third
account but within the same bank. Perhaps it can be arranged
that the transfer be made to a different bank but not in on-line
fashion. None of this makes home banking very attractive.
With CHATS, whether the bank makes it mandatory for
receipients of payment to be pre-assigned or not depends
entirely on individual bank's philosophy. Such constraints will
naturally add to the. security of the system but lose out on the
flexibility aspect.
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One last point should be made. People often fear that
payments made in this manner will be irrecoverable if mistakes
happen. True, this will be as if the payor has handed cash over
to the payee. In the latter instance, the payor will certainly
like to make doubly sure before he hands out the money. The
same should therefore apply to transfer payments via the
home-banking terminal when extreme caution should be exercised.
EFTPOS
A major off-shoot of CHATS is the introduction of
Electronic Funds Transfer at Point-of-Sale (EFTPOS). This is
possible because CHATS is designed to accomodate both credit
card and debit card operations. It is beyond the scope of this
paper to discuss the implementation of a POS system but
basically, it will be something similar to the fund transfer
function in home-banking except that this time the terminal is
installed at merchant outlets like restaurants and department
stores. Transactions are triggered by magnetic-stripe equipped
plastics encoded in conformity with ISO standards.
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CHATS is expected to be able to forward such a transaction
enquiry to the home-bank who issues the plastic or to a
designated processor for referral, in which cases, an interface
with CHATS' in-house computer is necessary.
As far as credit card operations are concerned, the POS
acts as a medium for obtaining authorization enquiry. The
settlement process is unchanged. In this way, use of POS will
merely reinforce the need for fund transfers. They are
complementary.
For debit cards, since the cardholder's account is
immediately debited, the transaction is concluded on the spot.
No further action is required and a lot of paper are eliminated.
In this respect, POS and home-banking are close substitutes.
On closer inspection, it can be seen that the target
markets of the two products differ substantially. Debit cards
are normally issued to people who are otherwise not qualified t
be entrusted credit like non-working housewives. Home-banking,
on the other hand, is generally aimed at people in the upper
middle income bracket.
Other than these considerations, the POS system will not
stand in the way of the take-off of home banking.
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Automatic Teller Macnines
In the past two years, Hong Kong has been hit by what can
aptly be described as an 'ATM explosion'. From a virtually
non-existent service in 1981, ATMs in Hong Kong now have the
highest transaction rate in the world.
There are a number of repercussions as the popularity of
ATMs persist. On the favourable side, it proves'that people are
receptive to technological innovations. On the negative side,
there always exists the possibility that people may not be
amazed by the idea of home-banking if the new product cannot
provide 'a sufficiently different service. They may ask
themselves why the fuss if everything can be done through an ATM
as well.
This is a very real danger because a number of banks are
already working on enhancements so that ATM users can make




This represents yet another up-grade in the service
provided by Hong Kong Telephone Company in response to the
growing need for data switching services. A number of
advantages are available- the PSDN is faster (virtually
unlimited data transfer rates as against the line speed of 2400
bps in voice grade telephone lines), more secure (data will not
be lost easily) and eventually cheaperdue to faster usages.
Such a network will give computer users a generalised
interface between their systems and those of other users,
irrespective of supplier, and without having to worry about
matching protocols.
The network is anticipated. to be used in support of CHATS,
the bank s'EFT network, teletext and ultimately to replace the
entire telephone network.
In relation to home-banking, PSDN will be able to
accomodate an enhanced electronic mail service, provide an




There are practically no limitation.to innovation. It has
already been mentioned that IDD enables Viewdata users to have
direct access to home-banking services overseas and that DMS
facilitates electronic mailing in the place of telexes.
Similarly, it will not be difficult for bankers to develop
an interface between home-banking and SWIFT (Society for
Worldwide Interbank Financial System) so that at the push of
buttons, banking customers may be able to send remittance
messages all over i-hp u?nr1 ,a
SWIFT messages were already in use since 1978 and enjoy the
merits of being faster, cheaper, standardized and more secure.*
Existing SWIFT supporting software dictates that a customer
transfer message, for example, is* validated before final release
to the correspondent bank. What is required here is for the
bank to work out a system where closed-user-group customers can
initiate such a remittance at his home. The message is then
doubly checked, the appropriate correspondent and covering bank
determined (based on currency, amount and the bank's prevailing
FX position) and the entire message automatically authenticated
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Alternatively, the bank may store up such customer instructions
before passing them to its exchange department at a cut-off time
for manual processing. In that case, a confirmation from the
bank that the transaction is consumated will be necessary.
Software at the bank will then ensure that the corresponding
accounting entries are passed. The whole process represents a
high level of data processing sophistication on the bank's part.
In fact, the mechanism described is no different from a
local fund transfer transaction, except that the receipient is
overseas and the vehicle used is SWIFT instead of CHATS.
Nevertheless, such facilities are perceived to be of more use i
the commercial sector and should best be incorporated in cash
management systems.
Finally, with cabled-TV again in sight, Hong Kong can count
on yet another alternative of providing home-banking services





The present research and analysis throw light on a number
of major considerations.
Banks
First, the present cost structure is not a problem for the
product offerors- the banks. In fact, banks can impose certail
fees on home-banking services and cover the cost incurred. That




The major deterrents, however, come from the end users.
From the consumer research, home-banking is'unlikely to
achieve popular appeal among the primary target customers,
given the present product design, delivery channel and hardware
package.
If we look at home-banking as a package of basically two
components, home-banking and related information and
entertainment facilities, neither component is attractive on
its own or combined together in one package.
The crux of the matter is, neither component offer much
additional benefits compared to existing services.
What home-banking basically offers is convenience. But
the penetration of bank branches and ATM's in Hong Kong render
the additional convenience of banking at home only marginal.
The predominantly cash-using environment actually puts
home-banking in a disadvantageous position as the home-terminal
cannot churn out cash.
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At the same time, the multitude and frequency of free or
cheap information provided by other means like the television,
newspapers and the Hong Kong Telephone means that customers in
Hong Kong are already very-well informed without the aid of the
home-banking related information and entertainment facilities,
not to mention the fact that the charges imposed by the latter
at present are not cheap.
Nevertheless, the fact that the home-banking package is
composed of two components implies that the improvement of
either one or both components may enhance the attractiveness of
the package as a whole.
Limitations of the Research
Methodology
Concept Testing
As indicated in Chapter VIII, the most appropriate test
for the acceptance of a novel product that represents a
significant departure of customers' habits and life style is
actual product usage over a prolonged period. It takes a
certain time for consumers to adapt to the existance of the new
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product, understand its functions and operations, and actually
use it in place of their existing practices. This is
especially true for items that require complex operations and
this is what most of the home-banking explorers in other parts
of the world use as a pilot test. Conclusion is seldom drawn
before a usage period of less than twelve months. More
open-minded' people may even say twelve months is a premature
time for drawing any conclusions.
In this study, only a brief demonstration was done to shoe
what the novel concept is basically about and how it operates.
The sample of target customers had no chance to press the
button to experience the 'fun' of seeing how the figures come
up at an instant, not to say, run through the process once.
This is therefore a rough indication of the possible hurdles
home-banking will face when it is first introduced to
consumers. By no means can fixed and final conclusions
regarding the acceptability of home-banking be drawn from this
niece of research alone.
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Quota Sampling
The sample of target customers were recruited on a quota
defined according to the definition of the primary target
market. The danger of quota sample is that it is not drawn on
a probability basis and therefore can be biased. In fact, out
of the 19 participants recruited only two are professionals
(one architect, one medical doctor), only four were small
businessmen. The rest were primarily middle to middle-senior
executives. In real life, the first two categories are more
likely to place a premium on time and use home-banking.
Ironically, it was the same reason that made it difficult to
recruit them to focus group discussion.
Product Design
Due to time and technical constraints, the product design
used in the demonstration in the focus group discussions were
only those available from Communication Services Ltd.
The right product development procedure,-however, should
e an exploration of customers needs first, followed by a
product design to suit those needs. What the present research
tas done is may be putting the cart before the mule.
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Variables
In fact, there were too many variables in the research
design. They include the hardware (terminal and key-board),
the delivery channel, the home-banking facilities and the
related facilities. If time and money allows, the best design
is to vary one variable at one time to evaluate the effect of
such a variable on the total acceptability.
Trends and Developments
Certain trends and developments may improve the
attractiveness of the two components.
Home-Computer
The increase in popularity of home-computer as is
witnessed in countries like the U.S.A. may reduce consumer's
resistance towards similar gadgets and pave the way for more
ready acceptance of home-banking.
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ATM
When ATM card ownership grow from the present penetration
of slightly over half to two third or even more, the
convenience of ATM may be reduced by longer waiting at the
machine. Customers may switch to home-banking as an
alternative. The introduction of CHATS will also increase the
external transfer capability of home-banking.
Cost
Starting last year, the Hong Kong banking industry began
to impose a price on the traditionally free banking services
like savings account with the bank operation costs on the
continuous mounting trend bank, prices are likely to be
increased and extended to their services. This in turn may
increase the relative value of home-banking compared to other
bank services.
Electronic development that have reduced the cost of othe
electronic items tremendously like the computer and digital
watches may one day take place in the production of




In case cable TV is introduced to Hong Kong (or
revitalized, as RTV used to be a cable TV), home-banking will
have one alternative channel of third party delivery. What is
more attractive about cable TV is, however, more related to th
information and entertainment facilities. People can, for
example place an order of mechandize advertised on the
television channels the instant they see it and debit their
account at the same time. Though people may regret it
afterwards, it is another matter.
Recommendations
Other than the above trends and developments, banks can
modify some features currently available to the home-banking
package or introduce new features to make the system more
attractive.
The visual presentation on the screen is one are for
improvement. Better definition, more realistic graphics,
faster speed, page-by-page presentation instead of line-by-line
are only some of the specifics mentioned by the sample of
target customers in the focus group discussion.
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Other payment facilities can also be introduced to enhancE
usage. One example the participants eagerly put forth was
horse-racing. To be able to place order as soon as you see a
horse coming out in good condition the last minute before race
starts is certainly very convenient. One does not have to go
to the racing court nor wait impatiently to put one's phone
through to the off-court betting centers.
Information providers, retail outlets and education
institutions can work to improve on the related facilities.
The more these other institutions join and the better service
they provide, the more attractive will the total home-banking
package be.
To tie in with the home-computer boom, the home-banking
system may have to consider a hardware that can interface with
a variety of personal computer models to increase consumer
acceptance.
What banks should do, however, is to monitor closely the
technological development and development of home-banking in
other countries, evaluate the situation again in about three to




FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION GUIDE
Introduction and Warm Up
introduce Vivien and Sam
purpose of our research
free floating, speak up
no right or wrong opinions
tape-record
confidentiality
ask respondents to introduce themselves
Bank Habits
Topic of tonight is about banking
1) Just now from your papers I understand many of you use mor,
than one bank and some of you use bank services very often
Is there anything you feel dissatisfied about present
banking services?
If not mentioned:
How about depositing, getting money and transferring
money to other accounts?
Do you think they are already good enough? Is therE
anything you think can be improved?
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2) There's a new banking service introduced in the West.for
about 1 or 2 years'but is still new to Hong Kong. It's
called 'Home-banking'. Basically it links the bank and your
home together by some electronic device, most often by
telephone. It's like having the bank at your home. Here's
a list of the things it can do for you (show transparency).
Just plug in the linkage between the phone and your TV at
home, it'll work. Let us show you how it works. Sam will
demonstrate a simulation of this home-banking and briefly
explain how it works as he goes along (Demonstration).
3) So, what do you think of this home-banking?
a) What benefits will you get if it is available to you?
b) Is there anything that will deter you from getting this
service? Anything you don't feel comfortable about?
Anything you think can be improved?








4) Of all these services, which one is most attractive to you?
Whv?
5) Which one is least attractive to you? Why?
6) Is there any other service (s) that you'd like to add to
home-banking? Which? Why?
7) Will you use home-banking if it is available to you in Hong
Kong?
If not, why not?
If yes, how often?
8) If it is offered by a bank that you're not using now, will
you switch to that bank because of this service?
If not, why not?
9) If you have to pay a service fee for. it, will you still use
it? How much are you willing to pay in a month?
10) Other than home-banking, there are an array of other
facilities that can be offered at the same time. They are.
(show transparencies). Again, let Sam walk you through
these facilities (Demonstration).
11) Repeat- Question 3 to Question 6, Question 9
for'other facilities
12) If home-banking is offered together with these facilities,
will you use it?
If not, why not?





HOME BANKING AND RELATED FACILITIES
1) HOME BANKING
2) TELESHOPPING







A)- BANK FACILITIES DESCRIPTIONS
B)- BANK RATES
C)- HOW TO OPEN ACCOUNTS
D)- KEY ADDRESSES AND TELEPHONE NUMBER
2) PERSONAL ACCOUNT (S) TRANSFER














COMPANY INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS
CHINA BUSINESS INFORMATION
FLIGHT INFORMATION5)






Please tick() in the appropriate box:
1). Name 2) Age
4) Occupation title.3) Education received:
(Please write in full)Secondary completed
University/Post Secondary
Post graduate studies
8 MDnthl Personal Income5) Marital Status





$20,000 or above6) Wife- working
- not working
9) Monthly Household Income.





10) Which bank (s) do you have account (s) at present, including savings,
checking and fixed deposits?
Dao Heng BankHong Kong Bank
Wing On BankHang Seng Bank
Wing Lung BankChartered Bank
Barclays BankBank of East Asia










12) If you have checking account 15) Other than using the ATM card(s)
How many checks do you How often do you visit bank
issue in total in an average counters for services
month
Tess than 3 Every day
3- 5 checks Twice a week
6 -10 checks once a week
11- 15 checks Once 2 weeks
16 or more Once a month
Less often




How often do you use you ATM card (s)?









GP 1 2Total 3
Date of discussion 1/25 1/26 1/28
Day of week Wed Thur Sat
Time 6:30-
8:30A.m. 3-5p.m.
19 6 7 6Total no. of participants
Sex: Men 19 6 6
Age: 28-30 4 2 1 2
31-35 12 4 6 2
36-49 2 2
Education: Secondary completed 3 2 1
12University/Post-secondary 5 3 4
Post graduate studies 4 1 2 1
Occupation: Senior executives 13 6 4 3
Professionals 2 1 1
Businessmen 4 2 2
Marital Status: Single 6 3 3
: Married. 13 3 4 6
Wife: working 10 3 3 4
: not working 3 1 2
No of children: none 2 2
: 1-2 10 3 3 4
: 3+ 1 1
Monthly Personal Income
$5,000 or below 2 2
2 1 1$5,000- $9,999
10 4$10,000- $14,999 3 3









17 6 65Hong Kong Bank
410 3 3Hang Seng Bank
l4 3Chartered Bank
12 25other local banks























Frequency of using Ads












Frequency of visiting bank counters
11Daily
2 35Twice a week

















KEY 1 FOR MAIN INDEX
TELETOPICS 2113530a $0
The ABC BANK Main Index









18 Money Market Rates
19 Charges for Roreign Eusiness
20 Services to Corporate Clients
21 Accessing ABC BNAK's Computer
22 Information to Nominated
Senior Staff




OPENING AN ACCOUNT All you need is
an initial deposit of $10 to make
your money grow for you
DEPOSITS & WITHORAWALS Cash/cheque
deposits with or without passbook
are accepted at any of our branches
Cash of any amount can be withdrawn
easily upon the production of your
passbook & a sianed withdrawal slip
INTEREST Ewery 6 months, interests
are credited to adcounts with dailg
balance of $10 or more. Interest of
less than $1 is not paid
Special Savings Account 8
The ABC BANK Main Index 9
TELETOPICS 21135302a $0
Fixed Deposits
The ABC BANK accepts fixed deposits
of any amount over HK$1000, For
deposits of over HK$50,000, special
interest rates are offered
SHORT DEPOSIT You can conveniently
withdraw your deposit together with
interest on any date provided that
7 days notice has been given prior
to withdrawal
NEW SERVICE We have introduced a
new type of receipt for deposits
not exceeding HK$10,000
Deposit Interest Rates % P.A.





Deposit Interest Rates % P.A.
SAVINGS ACCOUNT 10.000
INDICATED HK$ DEPOSIT RATES
24 hrs.call 10.000 6 mths. 13.250
7 day call 10.000 12 mths. 13.500
1 week 10.000 18 yrs. 13.500
2 weeks 10.000 2 yrs. 13.500
1 mth. 11.500 3 yrs. 14.000
2 mths. 11.750 4 yrs. 14.250
3 mths. 12.000 5 yrs. 14.250
US SAYINGS ACCOUNT 7.000
Fixed Deposits 8




Anyone between the ages of 21 & 55
with a regular monthly income of at
least HK$ 2000 can be considered for
loans of up to HK$ 15,000. No col-
lateral is required - just a persona
guarantee by a similarly qualified
third party
MORTAGE LOANS
We will help you puy your own home
by providing financial assistance df
up to 75% of the ourchase price on
low interest terms for as long as
12 years
Tell us your needs, phone 5-123456




KEY NUMBER FOR FULL DETAILS
1 Bank Notes Exchange Rates
2 Exchange Rates for Travellers
Cheuques and Drafts
3 Deposit Interest Rates % P.A.
4 Foreign Currency Deposit Rates
% P.A.
The ABC BANK Main Index 9
TELETOPICS 211353016a $0
Bank Notes Exchange Rates 100ct83
CURRENCY UN ITS BUYING SELLING
Australian $ 1 7.700 7.970
D Marks 1 3.250 3.400
Japanese Yen 100 3.67 3.77
Malaysian $ 1 3.58 3.70
Singapore $ 1 4.070 3.950
US $
$50 & over 1 8.55 8.80
$20 & $10 1 8.545 8.795
Steling f 1 12.650 13.150
Money Makret Rates 8




for Travellers Cheques and Drafts
CURRENCY UNITS BUYING SELLING
Australian $ 100 768.80 799.25
D Marks 100 324.45 341.00
Japanese Yen 100 3.6690 3.7825
Malaysian $ 100 350.50 375.45
Singapore $ 100 407.25 407.80
US $ 100 854.35 865.00
Steling & 1 12.530 12.335
Money Market Rates 8
The ABC BANK Main Index 9
TELETOPICS 211353019a $0




6.502 weeks 6.875 6.50
1 month 7.25 6.50
2 months 7.50 6.5625
3 months 7.625 6.5625
6 months 7.75 6.5625
12 months 7.75 6.625
Rates indicated are for US$ 100,00
or above and equiwalent in other
currencies Rates for smaller amounts
are available on request
Money Market Rates 8
The ABC BANK Main Index 9
150TELETOPICS 21135303a $0
Charges for Foreign Business
KEY NUMBER FOR DETAILS
1 Mail or Telegrabhic Remittances
(outward)




Import Bills Received for
Collection
Shipping Guarantees
Confirmation of Documentary Credits
opended by other Banks
Export Bills Purchased & Collected
for Clients
The ABC BANK branches in Hong Kong
transacting Foreign Business




Mail or Telegraphic Remittances-Out
Effected at the prevailing selling
rate for the currency concerned
Cable or postage charges will be
collected where applicable
An additional charge of HK$10 is
made for Outward Telegraphic
Remittances for amounts below
HK$1000
An additional charge of HK$5 is
made for draft issued for amounts
below HK$500
No charges is made for remittances
effected by airmail to banks in
the United Kingdom through the
United Kingdom Banker's Clearing
House Transfer System
The ABC BANK branches in Hong Kong
transacting Foreign Business





Branches Transacting Foreign Business
HONG KONG ISLAND







Fat Hing Mansion 3-232323
233,Nathan Road
Houston Centre 3-666777
26, Tsim Sha Tsui E
Prosperous Building 3-638638
108, Jordan Road
Charges for Foreign Business 8
The ABC BANK Main Index 9
TELETOPICS 211353010a $0
ABC
大 額 交 易
利 率 或 匯 率
可 向 櫃 員 查 詢
Large Transaction Rates Available
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TELETOPICS 2113531a $0
Accessing ABC Bank's computer
Through Viewdata's GATEWAY facility
you can be connected to ABC Bank's
own computer, This means any time, rain
or shine, at home or in the office, you
can now relax and at the press of a
button
check your account balance
check your statement of accunts
transter money
settle your bills
ABC Bank has taken the lead to use the
latest Viewdata technology to provide
such convenience banking service to the
people of Hong Kong
To connect of ABC's Computer key 1
ABC Bank index 9
TELETOPICS 21135311a $0
ABC Bank
REQUEST TO CONNECT TO COMPUTER
four banking transactions are complete-
ly secure as the account details have
been set up in advance by your personal
financial counsellor. The numbers of
accounts will never be displayed. The
maximum number and maximum amount of
each previously anthorised transfer
cannot be exceeded other than by visit-
ing your local branch or using our
ATM's in the normal way
MR B J HOWELLS PLEASE WOULD YOU
NOW IDENTIFY YOURSELF TO OUR COMPUTER
BY KEYING IN YOUR PERSONAL PASSWORD
( NOT TRANSACTION CODE )
ENTER PASSWORD HERE




ABC Bank's Computer Welcomes You
You are now through the
GATEWAY. Information in
ABC's computer can now be
retrieved and banking
transactions done by
keying in the relevant
number.
1 Transter between Personal Accounts
2 Details of Personal Accounts
3 Transfer to External A/Cs
4 Viewdata Banking Transactions Journal
The BAC Bank main index
TELETOPICS 21135313a $0
ABC Bank (Gateway)
PERSONAL ACCOUNT TRANSFER REQUEST
A/C NAME ACCEPTS/TRANSFER
No. IN OUT
1 Current/Cheque YES YES
2 Savings (1) YES YES
3 Savings (2) YES NO
4 US Dollars YES YES
5 Sterling (Jersey) YES NO
6 Gold Passbook YES NO
7 Son's Savings YES NO
8 3 Month Fixed YES NO
KEY IN NO. OF A/C TO TRANSFER TO 1
KEY IN AMOUNT OF TRANSFER HK$ 500 00
KEY IN NO. OF A/C TO TRANSFER FROM 2






PERSONAL A/C TRAHBFER CONFIRMATION
Thank you Mr Howells for your request.
PLEASE CONFIRM THAT YOU WISH TO:
PAY TO OURRENT/OHEQUE A/C
SUM OF $500
FROM YOUR SAYINGS (1)A/C
BY KEYING IN YOUR NEXT PERSONAL
TRANSACTION COOE NO TO CONFIRM OR
KEY 0000 TO OANGEL THIS REQUEST
ENTER CODE NO . OR OOOO HERE:
MON 10 OOT 1983 11:35





PERSONAL A/C TRANSFER REQUEST
WE APOLOGISE FOR THE DELAY BUT THE
PERSONAL TRANSACTION COOE NO . 12460
YOU HAVE ENTERED IS INCORRECT.
DO NOT ENTER THE SAME NUMBER.
Tear off and throw away the transaction
code you have just entered &try again
using the next number in sequence
ENTER CODE NO. HERE OR 0000 TO CANCEL
( 123456 )
Please check carefully before send-
ing If this number is not correct your
bersonal banking vla Viewdata will be
temporarily suspernded as a security
measure to protect your interests .







THANK YOU ME HOWELLS FOR CONFIRMING
YOUR TRANSFER REFQUEST WHICH OUR
COMPUTERS WILL ACTION TOOAY.
CAN WE BE OF FURTHER ASSISTANCE NOW?
IF YES KEY 1 TO SELECT FACILITY
IF NO DEY 2 TO RETURN TO VIEWDATA
Thank you again for youre business










1 HK Electric 1
2 China Gas 1
3 HK Telephone 2 1 $400
4 American Express 1 1 $1000
5 Diners Club 1 1 $1500
6 Dairy Lane 1 b1 $3500
7 Park'n Shop 4 2 $1500
KEP IN NO . OF A/C TO TRANSFER TO : 3
BILL NO: 1233456655
AMOUNT OF TRANSFER HK$ 155 . 25
FROM CURRENT-1 OR SAVINGS-2 A/C: 3
TRANSFER NOW-1 OR DATE (25/ 10)








EXTERNAL A/C TRANSFER CONFIRMAION
Thank you Mr Howells for your request
PLEASE CONFIRM THAT YOU WISH TO
PAY TO: HK TELEPHONE
SUM OF: $155.25
FROM YOUR: SAVINGS ACCOUNT
BY KEYING IN YOUR NEXT PERSOMAL
IRANSACTION SODE NO TO CONFIRM OR
KEY 0000 TO CANCEL THIS REQUEST
ENTER CODE NO OR 0000 HERE:
MON 10 ODT 1983 11:42






TRANSFER REQUEST CONF IRMATION
THANK YOU MER HOWELLS FOR CONF IRMING
YOUR TRANSFER REQUEST WHICH OUR
COMPUTERS WILL AOTION TOOAY
CAN WE BE OF FURIHER ASSISTANCE NOW?
IF YES KEY 1 TO SELECT FACILITY
IF NO KEY 2 TO RETURN T OVIEWDATA
Thank you again for your business











1 Current/Cheque YES YES
2 Savings(1) YES YES
3 Savings(2) YES YES
4 US Dollars YES YES
5 Sterling (Jersey) YES NO
6 Gold Passbook YES NO
7 Son's Savings YES YES
8 1 Month Fixed YES NO
9 3 Month Fixed YES NO
KEY IN NO. OF A/C REQUIRED : 1
DISPLAY DETAILS-1 OR MAIL-2 : 1
BALANCE ONLY-1 OR STATEMENT-2 : 2





PERSONAL A/C ENQUIRY CONFIRMATION
Thank you Mr Howells for your request
PLEASE CONFIRM THAT YU WISH TO SEE
THE BALANCE/STATEMENT OF YOUR
COURRENT ACCDUNT
BY KEYING IN YOUR NEXT PERSONAL
TRANSACTION CODE NO. TO CONFIRM OR
KEY 0000 TO CANCEL THIS REQUEST.
ENTER CODE NO. OR 0000 HERE:
MON 10 DCT 1983 11:38





BALANCE/STATEMENT OF CURRENT A/C
DATE REF DEBIT BALANCE
CREDIT




29-09-83 12345a 6000.00 D
3100.00
29-09-83 CASH 500.00 3600.00
010109883 123457 600.00 D 3000.00
01109-83 CHEQUE 500.00 3500.00
51109-83 AMEX 800.00 D
270.00
111109-83 HK TEL 155.25 D 2544.75
ERLANCE AS AT
MON 10 OCT 1983 11:35 2544.75
Other services key 1#
viewdata main index key 2#
KEY 1 TO SENO , 2 TO CANCEL
TELTOPICS 21135322a $0
ABC Bank (Gateway)
YOUR VIEWDATA TRANSACTION JOURNAL
DATE TIME TRANSACTION $ AMOUNT
06OCT 21:15 Savings(1)-Current
05OCT 20:24 See Savings(1) Bal
02OCT 07:14 Pay American Exp (C)
02OCT 07:12 Pay Diners Club (C)
02OCT 07:10 Pay Park n Shop (C)
02OCT 07:09 See Current Bal
30SEP 22:15 Savings(1)-Current
30SEP 22:14 Savings(1)-Current
16SEP 21:36 See Current Bal
KEY 'REVEAL' TO VIEW $ AMOUNT
The above transactions are the last 9
conducted via Viewdata direct to your
bank's computer If you think there are
any discrepensied contact your personal
financial counseilor immediately
Other services..1 ABC main index..2
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